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it’s friday!

Foxrock and roll as Ross goes
live and very dangerous indeed
THE scourge of Dublin 4 is back in
that Leinster jersey as Ross
O’Carroll Kelly takes to the stage
again.
This time Postcards From The
Ledge is the name of the stage
show and, now a fully-fledged
thesp, Rory Nolan is reprising his
role as the braying South County
Dubliner created by Paul Howard.
Fans of Ross O’Carroll-Kelly will
love this show as it’s two hours of
unadulterated fun with the main
man himself, as he faces one of the
hardest things a father will have to
do — allowing his daughter to walk
down the aisle with a man he just
doesn’t think is good enough.
This is pretty much a solo show
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Verdict: A rollicking romp
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from Nolan, interspersed only with
the voices of Sorcha, Ro and others
simply by telephone.
And as such, Nolan absolutely
excels, keeping the audience in the
palm of his hand. It’s no mean feat
and it has to be said Nolan, who has
played Ross since his stage debut, is
one of the main reasons for the
successful move of O’Carroll-Kelly
from print to live performance. Genius: Rory Nolan
is a one-man show
Long may he reign.

Brian
Viner
by

Murder On The Orient Express (12A)
Verdict: Not enough steam
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OR those of us who recall
going to the cinema to see
the last film version of
Agatha Christie’s most celebrated whodunit, it doesn’t
take much exercising of the little
grey cells to work out that there are
people now well into their 40s who
weren’t yet born when it came out.

Even the Belgian
sleuth’s little grey cells
— and a truly bizarre
moustache — can’t
save this snowbound
all-star extravaganza

Yet anyone who saw Sidney Lumet’s
stylish, star-studded film at the pictures in
1974, or has watched it on telly since, should
be warned that this one, directed by
Kenneth Branagh, doesn’t ever quite puff
and chuff its way out of a very long shadow.
Train travel’s most romantic age was much
better evoked in Lumet’s film, too.
The star quotient is almost as high,
though. Branagh himself takes centre-stage
as Belgium’s world-famous sleuth and
world-class pedant Hercule Poirot, with
Judi Dench, Johnny Depp, Michelle Pfeiffer,
Penelope Cruz, Derek Jacobi, Willem Dafoe,
Olivia Colman and Daisy Ridley among
those playing the fabulous train’s enigmatic
passengers.
But does this movie pump exciting new
life into Christie’s story? Not really. Its main
fresh twist is to Poirot’s moustache, which
practically becomes a character in its own
right. More of that magnificent beast later.
There are a few other, more subtle changes.
Screenwriter Michael Green has thrown in
a couple of new characters, and there is a
vague nod to a world beyond the Orient
Express, with a couple of half-hearted references to Stalin. The acrid whiff of racism
swirls around once or twice, and as the
story unfolds, a touchy-feeliness
develops that was certainly not graph of a lost lover. But none of
present in 1974, still less 40-odd this is enough to explain why the
years before that, when Christie Orient Express has been hauled
out of the sidings after so many
wrote her novel.
Emotions don’t just run high on years.
The action begins in 1934, in
this train; they are deconstructed
in such a modern way that it’s Palestine, where our hirsute hero
almost a surprise not to find Poi- is solving another crime. For
rot contemplating the savage much of the film’s first act, Branslaughter of a shifty American agh plays Poirot largely for laughs,
called Mr Rachett (Depp) over a which is disconcerting, despite
the innate comedy value of the
small soya latte.
We even get an unprecedented moustache, and an accent that
glimpse into the great detective’s recalls another lion of historical
sex life, as he moons over a photo- fiction, Rene the café-owner in
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’Allo ’Allo.
Soon, Poirot is in Istanbul,
boarding the Calais-bound Orient Express.
At first, he has to share a cabin
because every berth in all classes
of accommodation has been
booked, yet his legendary powers
of detection somehow fail to
resolve the question that nagged
relentlessly at me: if the train’s
meant to be so blinking packed,
how come there are only about 18
people on it?
Yes, it’s time to consider the

Imperious
splendour:
Judi Dench

sprout a scene-stealing whopper
like Poirot’s.
How can I describe it? I spent
much of the film wondering what
it reminded me of, and eventually
– pretty much at the moment that
Poirot worked out who had killed
nasty Mr Ratchett — the penny
dropped. It looks, in a certain
light, curiously like a greying Dougal, the dog in The Magic
Roundabout.
In fairness, it is much truer to
Christie’s original vision than
most of those sported by the
many other actors who have
played Poirot, including David
Suchet in the TV adaptations,
whose ’tache always looked to me
as if he might have got it out of a
Christmas cracker.
So we should credit Branagh for
that, and, I suppose, for assembling a fine cast.

D
hairy phenomenon. It’s not the
only moustache in the film.
In fact, there are so many others
of all dimensions from bushy to
bristly, pencil to toothbrush, that
a November release date seems
wonderfully serendipitous.
Murder On The Orient
Express should be made the
official film of the Movember Foundation, which
The ’tec with a
urges men to grow facial
’tache: Branagh
hair this month in aid of
as Hercule Poirot
charity, not that there’s
time for anyone to

AME JUDI is predictably
marvellous,
swaddled in fur as the
grandest of grandes
dames, Russian Princess
Natalia Dragomiroff.
Colman does a fine job, too, as
the put-upon German maid to the
imperious old moo.
And it’s nice to see Pfeiffer in a
film more watchable than the
execrable Mother!, her last
appearance, switching between
flightiness and cunning as the
husband-hunting widow Mrs
Hubbard.
She has some knockout lines,
too. ‘If your eyes linger any longer
I’ll have to charge rent,’ she murmurs to Mr Ratchett.
Whether you can remember the
plot or not, this is no place to give
any of it away.
Suffice to say there’s a connection to a cause celebre Christie
borrowed from the notorious reallife kidnapping and murder of
the Lindbergh baby, and that
f a r f r o m Po i r o t b e i n g
stumped as to why anyone
on the train might have a
reason to bump off Mr
Ratchett, there are
motives coming out of his
ears.
But not, I might add,
out of his nostrils. That
bit of Poirot is reserved
for only one thing, and
what a thing it is.

Survivor’s story
brings home
grim Nazi history
by

Philip Nolan

Condemned To Remember (15A)
Verdict: Lessons from the past
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TOMI Reichental is Ireland’s most famous
Holocaust survivor
and he has dedicated
his retirement — he’s
now 82 — to travelling
to schools and telling
anyone who will listen
to remember the
unspeakable horror
unleashed by the Nazis
in the last century.
Tomi was 10 when he
was transported to
the Bergen-Belsen
death camp, and after
its liberation, he
ended up in Ireland in
1959. He lost 35 members of his family to
the bullet and the gas Tomi as a young boy
chamber, and in this
moving and compelling documentary, produced and directed by Gerry Gregg, he travels
around Europe to explain the message of the
past and ask why modern Europe hasn’t learned
the lesson.
In Poland, he recounts the story of the
Jedwabne pogrom, when as many as 1,600 Jews
were murdered by their Polish neighbours,
most of them after being herded into a barn
that was then set on fire. Such unfathomable
horror, he tells us, is a reminder that there
were collaborators in other countries who
helped the Nazis achieve their vile goal of
extermination. Not for the only time, he weeps
as he notes that there were one million Jewish
children in Poland before World War II; when it
ended, just 5,000 survived.
Where the documentary really scores is when
Tomi links the Holocaust to the mass execution
of over 8,000 Muslims in Srebrenica during the
Bosnian War of the Nineties and to the rise of
neo-Nazi groups such as Slovaks For Slovakia in
his native country. Those of us of an age know
all about the Holocaust. For a younger generation, this should be compulsory viewing.

Colin Farrell’s Greek fable is a real horror story Notorious is one ferociously heady hit

Wifely strife: Nicole Kidman has marital problems

HERE’S a film that isn’t just unsettling to
watch, but was deeply upsetting to act
in; Colin Farrell, playing a heart surgeon whose life falls apart at the hands
of an eerily calculating teenage boy
(Barry Keoghan), has admitted that by
the time filming came to an end, he felt
properly depressed.
The director and co-writer is Yorgos
Lanthimos, whose last film, 2015’s The
Lobster, was an enjoyable absurdist
tale that ran out of ideas before the
end. Almost the opposite applies here.
At first it seems tiresomely opaque, but
gradually it exerts a chilling grip.
A lavishly-bearded Farrell plays Steven, who seems contentedly married
to Anna (Nicole Kidman), with whom he
enjoys a decidedly kinky sex life.
They have two much-loved children.
But for some reason, not explained

The Killing Of A
Sacred Deer (15)
Verdict: Deeply creepy

Notorious (15A)
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until well into the film, Farrell is in
thrall to a strange young man, Martin
(Keoghan). Is it something sexual?
Gradually, the reason for their odd
relationship becomes appallingly clear,
and by the end, with Martin wielding
positively supernatural powers, Steven
is forced to make a decision that should
never confront any parent.
I wouldn’t go so far as to say I liked
The Killing Of A Sacred Deer, but
I greatly admired it. Keoghan wasn’t
really able to showcase his talent as
the civilian lad who came a cropper in
Dunkirk this year, but the young Irishman is unforgettably creepy here.

Verdict:A powerful punch
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WHETHER you’re a die-hard fan
or simply brush up against MMA
fighter Conor McGregor in the
newspaper, you’ll know the drill by
now. The posturing and almost
metronomic declarations of his
power, genius and infallibility.
The question was, given his access
to the star, could director Gavin
Fitzgerald tell us anything new?
The answer is yes and no.
McGregor starts a scrawny
youngster, eyeballing his letters
from the Irish Debt Bureau. Old
footage shows a fighter not nearly
as nifty on his feet as he might like,
unable to afford protective headgear for sparring sessions. But
McGregor has stars in his eyes, and

Reality check: Conor McGregor
an unshakeable belief he’ll go from
being a ‘chimp with a chip on his
shoulder’ to a gorilla. The moments
where he can scarcely believe his
luck are the film’s most enlighten-

ing. With McGregor’s sporting life
unspooling at a breakneck clip in
the film, Notorious is as ferociously
heady as one might expect.
TANYA SWEENEY

